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“Family is a group experience of love and support.” — Marianne Williamson

Carino and Familia Central to CTN
February is a month dedicated to and all about love, but not just for valentines and sweethearts. It can also be a
month for self-love and self-care, fostering relationships with family and friends, and loving others.
Self-love is about intentionally taking care of yourself and who you are. It’s about getting enough rest and time
to recharge your mind, body, heart and soul. When you find yourself stressed out, impatient, and irritable with
others, take time out for yourself.
Also actively taking the time to focus on being your best self and focusing on your family and friends enables
you to be more compassionate and giving, and to love others in a better way. Find time and ways to volunteer and
help others.
The whole month of February speaks of wellness, having wisdom, loyalty, faithfulness and showing love. Great
traits for a person to attain.
February is also a great time to reflect on all the people and things you love, as CTN CEO Dr. Chavez has done
in her message:
My dearest Ascender familia,
As I reflected on Valentine’s day, I remembered that family in the most fundamental way is created by love. Love
and family come together each February in celebration, so I thought that in a way February should be
Ascender month-- since love (carino) and family are so central to who we are
as a program and organization.
We, in Ascender, often speak of ourselves as a familia. Eva Burrows wrote,
"in family life, love is the oil that eases friction, the cement that binds us
closer together, and the music that brings harmony.” - "Family is a group
experience of love and support,” according to Marianne Williamson.
It is that love and support which we intentionally strive to give to our students
and colleagues as we face the challenges and joys of life. Family is that which
we strive to be, and carino - love- is what we are intentional about trying
to provide to our students in order to increase their self-esteem, empowerment, and awareness of how they
can create and take responsibility for positive change for themselves, their families, and their communities.
More than ever in this era of polarization in our surroundings, it is essential that we rejoice in our familial ties as
humans, and as members of our Ascender community of practice. It is incumbent upon us to celebrate our family,
genetic or otherwise created, and be intentional with the showering of carino- love we give to the young minds
that one day will lead our world. Of course, we love you for being the heroes that you are in doing this work.
Thank you for all you do for our familia.-Dr. Maria Chavez
(Go to pages 11-12 to read instructors reflections about the Ascender program.)
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ACC Hosts Virtual Ascender Motivational Conference
By Carmen Hernandez Garcia

Seventy participants attended the ACC Virtual Ascender Motivational Conference on Friday, February 5th. Three
panelists were invited for the event: Dr. Victor Saenz, Chair of the Department of Educational Leadership and
Policy at the University of Texas at Austin; Ximena Baez who currently holds the role of District Manager at
Starbucks; and Cloe Llanos, who began as a 2016 Ascender student and graduated from ACC in Fall 2018, and
then transferred to Arizona State University where she is currently studying for her bachelor’s degree in
psychology.
In the first part of the Motivational Conference, Megan Diaz, Outreach Specialist, asked panelists questions
submitted by Ascender students. Her first was to Dr. Saenz. “One of the strongest aspects of the Ascender
Program is that we provide mentors to all our students. Tell us about a mentor in your life and how they motivated
you.”
“I always think about mentoring as a reciprocal relationship; it’s not one person above you necessarily. In fact,
mentors can be people who are farther along in their journey or they can be people who are not far along but
perhaps have gained a new perspective on certain things that might guide you forward. Professionally, one
important mentor for me is Sylvia Hurtado who is a professor at UCLA. Mentors are people who love and care
for you and will hold this sort of accountability towards you, the same way Sylvia does. I hold that example she
demonstrates and I pay it forward to everyone I mentor and work with,” answered Dr. Saenz.
Megan asked another question: “Cloe, you are such a busy bee! At one time, you were a full-time student, had a
job (or 2 I should say), and were part of the Ascender Program. Tell us, how did you balance everything and how
did you keep motivated?”
“It was a lot. I had to get really good at time management very quickly and it made me realize how important it
was to have a plan and make sure that I was aware of what I needed ahead of time. Thankfully, both of my jobs
have been very flexible so I was able to request time off as early as I could if needed. They were able to work
around my schedule, and working at the library was more convenient because my classes were on that campus
and I could go back and forth depending on where I needed to be. The local Starbucks was down the road from
the campus as well so my commute was a lot shorter. Being motivated, I had a clear goal in mind. I needed to get
my degree and I needed to keep working to support myself and my family, which was the biggest motivation that
I had and made me work harder in order to reach that goal,” Cloe responded.
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Megan asked panelist, Ximena: “What was a difficult experience that made you realize what you wanted to do in
life? What is some advice to get through college?”
“I had lived abroad, came out to my family, and had some really difficult choices to make because I had to become
financially independent and find a company where I felt that I could be myself and live authentically. Trying to
do that and looking at the career choices I had done didn’t match up to ‘well, what do I want to do now? How do
I make this experience work?’ I had started as a barista at Starbucks so I was trying to figure out how to manage
that, and become my own person with a different network of people. Something that was always true to me was
that I wanted to help inspire people and find their joy. Once I realized that this was MY growth mindset, it helped
me decide where I wanted to be. I found a company for me, embraces opportunities that can help me grow my
own family. Something I would have told my past self would have been, ‘you may not see instant gratification
on that goal right away, but celebrate the small wins and victories.’ I had to get comfortable working with the
people supporting me and get comfortable with asking for help,” Ximena answered.
Students had a chance to ask more questions, then an iPad Mini was raffled, with Erica Gonzalez as the winner.

Austin Community College Hosts Virtual SEXucation Session
By Carmen Hernandez Garcia

Austin Community College hosted the Ascender Virtual SEXucation SEXion event on Thursday, February 11th.
Five panelists were introduced to talk about sex-related topics. Cassie Martinez, Rebel Sanders, Missi Patterson,
Josh Garcia, and Steven Tamayo all spoke about the important parts of sex education, health, consent, and how
to find important resources for help and guidance. The event started with Martinez, ACC Office of Compliance,
who lectured on what consent is and the importance of communication between partners. She spoke on myths
about consent in the nature of sexual relationships and how to know what proper consent looks like, introducing
different methods of communication and how to properly say “yes” and “no” to all different types of situations.
She also talked about how ACC addresses sexual misconduct and how to report and come forward to
communicate with a trusted adult or counselor when in doubt. Sanders, ACC Biology professor, spoke next to
participants about the health and physical side of sex which involved information about sexually transmitted
infections (STI’s). She also spoke about the most common bacterial and viral STI’s, defining the difference
between them and the most common symptoms. She provided information about common treatments and
preventions, including recommending to get tested regularly to be more protected against STI’s, and provided
some resources and locations to visit for testing and health information. Patterson, ACC Psychology professor,
spoke to participants about the emotions and communication surrounding sex. She reemphasized the topic of
consent as she talked about the importance of communication between partners and how to ask questions to have
a better positive and healthy sex experience. She emphasized the importance of having a trusted role model to
talk to about sex and how to be more confident in having a connection with your significant other.
Josh Garcia spoke about ACC’s LGBT eQuity Team, explaining their mission to provide a safe and supportive
environment for students, faculty, and staff. He emphasized what it means to be part of the ALLY Program, which
helps the LGBTQ community find allies and resources to receive the right guidance and support. Tamayo, the
Outreach Manager at the Kind Clinic, explained how the clinic provides a supportive environment with expertise
in serving LGBTQIA+ people, as well as people impacted by HIV. He spoke about the services they offer and
the kinds of testing and care that are open for people who need it. He emphasized the fact that most of these
services are free and available to the public and not just the LGBTQ+ community.
Towards the end of the event, Megan Diaz, Ascender Outreach Specialist, led a Q&A for the panelists as they
answered questions and concerns brought up by the students and participants. In the end, all the panelists were
thanked for their resources and participation.
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With Funding Opportunities Available

CTN Recruits Colleges for New Academic Year

Too many students are missing out on the higher education they need and deserve. For more than a generation,
policy-makers, administrators and educators have focused on closing the opportunity gap that separates lowincome and minority students from their more privileged counterparts throughout the educational pipeline. By
the time they reach college, only 12% of Latinos and 8% of African-American students are “college-ready” in all
subject areas. Of all “underprepared” students, less than 10% will ultimately graduate with a certificate or a
degree. The economic future of the state and the nation depends on providing true opportunity to students who
have been historically overlooked and disadvantaged.
We know that there is no easy solution to this, but that the work begins with inspired and empowered educators.
By creating and sustaining a network of equity-minded educators, we have informed the teaching practice of
hundreds in order to improve the outcomes for thousands of students in community college and beyond. The
professional development we provide to instructors, advisers and administrators supports the work of our partner
institutions to ensure the success of their most vulnerable students. Our flagship program, Ascender, directly
addresses the academic, social, and emotional needs of minoritized students in higher education. The Ascender
Framework offers a unique student support service solution by providing an academic pathway for students in
addition to wrap-around services, professional development for faculty and staff, and continuous equity coaching
for institutions. As a result, Ascender students earn more certificates, more Associate’s degrees and more
Bachelor’s degrees than their statewide counterparts according to findings by the Texas Education Research
Center.
We are proud of our accomplishments but know that there is so
much more to be done. In our efforts to continue this crucial
work, we are actively recruiting new colleges for the 2021-2022
academic year with opportunities for funding from the
Meadows Foundation.
At Catch the Next, we recognize that educational access and
opportunity is the great equalizer and the hope for the future of
our state and our nation. So, we strive to remove barriers for
students, faculty, and staff to fulfill their educational goals and
passions.
For more information contact CTN CEO Maria Chavez at
maria.chavez@catchthenext.org

Catch the Next to Host Ascender Spring Seminar
CTN’s Ascender Spring Seminar will be held on March 26 from 9 am to 3 pm via zoom. CTN’s Ascender Spring
Seminar brings together scholar mentors, educators, advisors, counselors, and trainers from across the state to
discuss progress and challenges in the program and to share best practices in the classroom. Workshops address
content area curriculum and best practices for integration of student services and mentoring. Additionally, we will
be incorporating guidance and adaptations for technology in the delivery/implementation of our Ascender
framework. We also plan to incorporate guest speakers from our scholar mentor network and CTN Leadership
Fellows to speak to issues facing students and instructors across the state and beyond.
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All who are planning to attend MUST register. Only those people registered will be able to access the Webinar
links and materials. To register for the Ascender Spring Seminar, go to: https://guestli.st/673302
To access the seminar, go to

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZErfuupqzkuGtwZpx4MKhoCUmpTLpm9DSNB

Overview of Course Credit: In partnership with the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy at The
University of Texas at Austin - University Extension, Catch the Next, Inc., provides a sequence of seminars to
faculty and staff at colleges across the state of Texas wishing to bridge the gap between policy, theory, and practice
by implementing CTN’s Ascender Framework for Student and Faculty Advancement. The seminars allow faculty
to engage in experiential learning opportunities focused on student success for diverse populations. The courses
are offered in the summer, fall, and spring semesters. Students may enroll either for college credit or on a noncredit basis.
This Ascender Spring Seminar: ELP 183P – Individual Projects Spring 2021, provides the option to participants
to earn 1 graduate credit through the University of Texas - Department of Educational Leadership and Policy.
The cost for the Graduate Credit is $310.00
To register with UT for the course go to https://extension.utexas.edu/catch-the-next
Enrollment Eligibility Requirements: Students enrolling in the credit option for Spring 2021 must submit an
Official Transcript verifying their baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university to the address
listed below no later than March 23, 2021. Students will be changed to a non-credit status if they do not submit
evidence of their undergraduate degree by this date and will receive no refund.
TEC-Texas Extended Campus (Mailcode G3850)
The University of Texas at Austin
UTA Building, Suite 2.408
1616 Guadalupe Street
Austin, TX 78701
Catch the Next’s Professional Development is based on the premise that as faculty further their education and
training, so too will their students thrive and succeed. While they have always encouraged our participants to
pursue their educational goals, the complete restructuring of developmental education in Texas has made this
work imperative. Many faculty are now required to earn additional graduate credits, attend supplemental training,
or, indeed, earn additional advanced degrees in order to continue teaching in their disciplines or to transition into
other academic fields. Offering this coursework has already given many the validation and motivation to continue
in their studies and has helped them strengthen their professional development portfolios at our partner
institutions.
For more information, contact: Maria.Chavez@catchthenext.org or Juan.Higa@catchthenext.org
Speaker Bios
Suzanne Morales-Vale is the director of developmental and adult education for the
Division of College Readiness and Success at the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board. In this role, Morales-Vale oversees the Texas Success Initiative, including the
development and implementation of the legislatively mandated statewide plan for
developmental education and the implementation of House Bill 2223 (85th Texas
Legislature). Prior to joining the coordinating board in 2011, Morales-Vale spent more
than 18 years teaching developmental writing/reading and college composition in
traditional and online settings at Central Texas College as well as in university and
secondary settings. She has held numerous institutional- and state-level leadership
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positions and has directed initiatives and programs for faculty professional development, institutional
accreditation, and faculty advising. She has also worked on developmental education non-course, competencybased options that promote acceleration and improved outcomes. Morales-Vale holds a PhD with a specialization
in adult education from Texas A&M University, College Station.
Keylan Morgan is a Program Specialist for the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board and Ph.D. student in the Graduate Program in Developmental Education, Texas
State University. Prior to joining the THECB, he worked as a Director for the Trio
Upward Bound Program and has over 15 years of experience in higher education and
student success initiatives.

Kevin A. Christian serves as the Senior Program Associate for Access and Inclusion
for the American Association of Community Colleges. In his role at AACC, he is the
staff liaison for the AACC Commission on Diversity, Inclusion and Equity. He also
works actively with the National Council for Black American Affairs, the National
Hispanic Community College Council and the National Community College Council for
Asian and Pacific Islanders. In addition, Christian serves on the Structural Inequity Team
for the national Achieving the Dream Initiative for Community Colleges. He is currently
enrolled in the doctoral program for community college leadership at George Mason
University.
Samantha R. Ackers, J.D. is a native of New Orleans, Louisiana. For over 25 years,
recently in 2013, Professor Ackers began working at Austin Community College and
Huston-Tillotson University - Austin, as an Adjunct Professor and Legal
Coach/Consultant. Professor Ackers has shown a commitment to working with issues
involving access to justice to the indigent and enjoys offering Pro Se’ Coaching Services
to persons who cannot afford to hire an attorney for full representation. For the last 5
years, Samantha has been teaching college and career readiness /success courses at ACC
which includes college students and dual-credit high school students. As an Adjunct
Professor, she serves the community through outreach and education training sessions
with Author/Professor Raymond Gerson geared toward preparing educators to teach the
Student Success Courses. Also, working as an ACC Ascender Mentor and ACC Digital Faculty Scholar keep
Samantha engaged in researching innovative methods to help students enjoy life while working towards reaching
their goals. Attorney Ackers is a Family Law Lawyer specializing in children in the States care, child custody
disputes, divorces involving spousal support, child support, business division, retirement division, and real
property rights. Samantha has over 10+ years of experience in family law issues involving: - Child Custody Child’s safety (immediate danger orders and status quo orders,) - Advocating for either side of family abuse
restraining orders, elder abuse restraining orders and sexual abuse restraining orders.
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Dr. Maria Martha Chavez Brumell is a sociologist with a history of researching,
implementing, and evaluating social policy. Dr. Chavez has a bachelor’s degree from
Kansas State University in Journalism, Psychology, and Spanish Literature and a
master’s degree in Education – Curriculum and Instruction. She also has a Master of
Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy from Yale University. At Kansas State, Dr. Chavez
created The Minority Admissions Program. At Yale, she has served as Assistant Dean at
Yale College, and as a member of the faculty. At Yale, Dr. Chavez established the
AsianChicano- Native American Cultural Center, The Chicano Boricua Studies program
(that has evolved into the American Studies, Race, Ethnicity and Migration major), the
LULAC Head Start Program (a preschool initiative for children up to 5 years old), and
the building of The Latino Youth Center in the city of New Haven, Connecticut. Maria
also worked at Save the Children Federation as Associate Vice President of U.S. Programs and Global Marketing
Team and was the principal investigator for the state of the union report on America’s Forgotten Children, looking
at America’s 101 poorest rural places. She established six community learning centers in the Central Valley of
California for the America’s Forgotten Children Campaign. Dr. Chavez also worked with Public Agenda, a
research and engagement organization, and was a national partner in the Achieving the Dream Initiative, where
she served as Research and Engagement coach and member of the Knowledge Development Working Group.
Allegra Villarreal is currently an Assistant Professor of English at Austin Community
College and the Director of Professional Development for Catch the Next, a nonprofit
organization that seeks to increase graduation rates of underrepresented students in
higher education. She holds an undergraduate degree in International Relations from St.
Andrews University and a master’s degree in creative writing from Oxford University
though she began her academic career at a community college after receiving a GED.
She has 12 years of teaching experience, and her classroom practices have earned her
the NISOD Excellence Award, the Faculty Spotlight at South Texas College, and she
has been nominated for faculty of the year each year since she began teaching at ACC.
As the lead trainer for the Ascender Framework, she designs and facilitates a yearlong
sequence of triannual, interdisciplinary professional development trainings that are eligible for six credit hours
through the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy at UT-Austin.
Mario J. Morin earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics from the
University of Texas – Pan American (UTPA) in 2000 and earned his Master of Science
degree in Mathematical Science from UTPA in 2003. He joined the South Texas College
Mathematics Department in 2003 as a full-time faculty member and has since served in
various roles at the college including: full-time Mathematics faculty, managing Director
of a U.S. Department of Education College Cost Reduction and Access Act (CCRAA)
grant (2008-2011), Academic Grants and Projects Officer (2011-2013), Coordinator of
the University Relations, Transfer and Articulation Center (2013-2015) and currently as
Program Chair of the Department of Mathematics. Mr. Morin currently serves on the
Executive Board of the Rio Grande Valley Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(RGVCTM) as well as on the Executive Board as the Immediate Past President of the Texas Mathematical
Association of Two-Year Colleges (TexMATYC).
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Ariel Marie Flores is a Master Area of Study Advising Specialist for Austin
Community College and is based at the ACC Riverside Campus. Her areas of Study
cover STEM, Computer Science/Computer Information Tech, and all majors within the
Ascender cohorts. In addition, she is a part of the ACC Coach Trainer team and helps to
train individuals from a wide range of ACC departments on the ACC Coaching Method.
She strives to make sure each student feels listened to and fully supported in their
academic, transfer, and career goals. She first started as a mentor to the first CTN Cohort
and later became both the Club Advisor and Advisor for her campus. Ariel has also had
the privilege of being a CTN Leadership Fellow since 2018. She is a proud alumna of
The University of Texas at Austin, where she obtained a Bachelor of Arts in English with a minor in Biology
Antonio Garza teaches English and humanities at Palo Alto College where he also
teaches in the Ascender Program. In the recent past, he served as the coordinator of the
college’s Writing Assistance Center – an experience which informed his M.A. thesis,
“The Writing Center as Borderland: Transitioning Latino Students of Color in the
Academy” and for which he received the NISOD Excellence Award. He holds a B.A.
in English from UT San Antonio and a M.A. in English from Texas A&M University –
San Antonio. He is a former member of Ballet San Antonio, and continues to perform
character roles with the ballet company and teach classical ballet. He is also working on
a memoir entitled Nutcracker Show. Thus, he is a dancer at heart and a lover of stories.
Antonio is a graduating member of CTN’s 2017-18 cohort.
Laurie Lopez Coleman is Director of the Honors Academy and Professor of English
at San Antonio College. She is dedicated to innovative and dynamic teaching as a means
of supporting literacy and a love of reading and writing in her students. She strives to
enrich her courses through learning communities and collaborative learning. Laurie sees
herself as a “teacher’s teacher” and seeks out opportunities to collaborate with
colleagues across disciplines. One of her pedagogical methods includes making college
more affordable for her students through the adoption of free or low-cost instructional
materials. She is a 2019 NISOD Excellence Award recipient and recognized by her
College in 2017 during National Distance Learning Week for exceptional leadership in
the distance learning field. For nine years, she served as the co-coordinator of the San
Antonio College Multicultural Conference. Laurie is a graduate of Our Lady of the Lake University where she
received her M.A. in English Education. She is a former high school and middle school instructor for the
Southside and the Edgewood ISDs.

CTN Continues to Build Capacity to Meet Needs of Math Students
Up to 70 percent of students in two-year colleges — and 40 percent in four-year colleges — enter college taking
developmental classes, and around half of these students never complete their developmental math requirements.
Given that developmental math can cost students and their families upward of $1 billion per year, the need to
improve developmental math students’ success is critical. (https://postsecondaryreadiness.org/dcmp-final-press-release/)
Mathematics is typically targeted for reform due to large enrollment numbers and subsequently large numbers of
unsuccessful students who are then prevented from progressing in their studies due to many pre-requisites that
might require a certain grade in a certain class.
In order to build capacity and meet the needs of CTN’s math students, Catch the Next has actively been working
with mathematics faculty since 2017 training them in classroom methodology, as Leadership Fellows, and
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providing support for large-scale change in Texas in the form of Co-Requisite instruction and the Texas Pathways
Project.
CTN’s South Texas College and San Antonio College campuses are currently piloting the Enlearn software within
their Ascender remedial mathematics courses. Enlearn CEO, Scott Adams, has provided individual guidance and
assistance with integrating the software into Ascender classes and CTN is currently working to strengthen the
program’s implementation into additional classes. Mr. Jonathan Bell, Mathematics
Instructor at South Texas College, will take a leadership role in supporting future
trainings for the software. “In addition to helping Catch the Next math faculty and
students implement the Enlearn Mathematics platform, I will also serve to help Catch
the Next faculty in the use of technology in the classroom. Our students begin using
technology in elementary school, and I believe our instructional approaches in the
classroom should be closely aligned with the expectations of a 21st-century
workplace. Hence, it is very important to consistently use technology as a problemsolving tool to properly prepare our students for the workplace they will enter,”
commented Bell.
Recently CTN acquired Dr. Mario Morin, Program Chair of the Department of Mathematics at South Texas
College, as Professional Development Coordinator for CTN’s Math faculty. “Professional Development in
Mathematics is a continual journey of exploration, experimentation and the sharing of, not only best practices,
but of lessons learned. Balancing the scales between mathematics theory and
mathematical applications is a challenging task and much work is incumbent upon each
teacher to recognize the unique needs of each respective class that they teach,” Morin
commented. “One area that mathematics faculty can use as a foundation to strengthen
their classroom engagement & interaction(s) is to understand that female students have
shown substantially higher success rates across all metrics in mathematics classes across
Texas and the nation (Slide 3 E3 Alliance + Slide 9 ERC). Recognizing this
underappreciated reality can help when designing group activities as well as when
identifying student leaders in the classroom to help with other engagement activities,” he
added.
Helping to empower Ascender female math students will be supported by the creation of
the Girls Discovering Math Club at STC, which will be led by Mrs. Rosa Gutierrez,
Mathematics Instructor. This will also help to build support and community for Ascender
female students across the state who are talented and inclined to studying mathematics
and science. "My goal for the Girls Discovering Math Club is to help STEM students
create a community of peers that support each other through socializing, sharing
experiences, and striving towards a common goal," commented Gutierrez.
The core values of the Girls Discovering Math Club will be
Resilience – Overcoming setbacks and obstacles; Problem Solver – Finding solutions to
problems or issues; Curiosity – The desire to know why or learn something
new; Patience – The ability to wait and remain calm and work towards your goals; Determination – A strong
sense of purpose or intention; Responsibility – Being reliable and accountable for your actions.
“I feel these values are important to have in any career, but math or any STEM majors can present special
challenges for any student. Practicing these values can help students succeed,” commented Gutierrez.
The Girls Discovering Math Club will also have a paid student internship, whose job it will be to assist the club
advisor with club activities, recruitment, administrative paperwork, and be a liaison between the club and CTN.
Catch the Next is also looking for math faculty to serve as Leadership Fellows. If interested, please contact CEO
Dr. Chavez at maria.chavez@catchthenext.org
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CTN Hosts Second Student Charla Zoom Session
CTN hosted the second of our new Monthly Student Charla zoom sessions on February 25 at 1pm. The charla
was titled “Explore from Home: Virtual Tour of Texas State University.” Ariel Flores, ACC Advisor, welcomed
the participants and then Stacy Ybarra, CTN Director of Student Engagement, led the tour. Ybarra also shared
some weather-related resources for students who might have been impacted by the recent snow storm and loss of
electricity and water. Next, former ACC Ascender student, Diana Martinez, shared her experiences as a Texas
State student and answered questions from participants. She was asked how the Ascender program helped her and
she replied, “When I first entered the program, I was very shy, but being part of the Ascender family helped me
get out of my comfort zone.” Her advice to future students and obstacles in their path was “I took a semester off
because of finances. I worked, and I decided I was going to ask for help if I needed because there’s nothing wrong
with asking for help. I have always felt that education is an asset. No one is going to take that away from you.”
Then CTN CEO, Dr. Chavez spoke to the students and told them to “know that you’re not alone; you have
familia.” Announcements were made and door prizes were awarded.

Texas State tour guide with bobcat mascot.

Martinez, former Ascender student, talks about life at TSU.

CTN’s Third Student Charla to Focus on Financial Aid
CTN will host the third of our new Monthly Student Charla zoom sessions on March 25 at 1 pm. The topic is
"Financial Aid 101: Cutting Through Misinformation and Misperception" and will feature keynote
speaker, Demetris Curry/CEO of College Cash which is software designed to reduce student loan debt. The
company's software helps the users to track their money and disburse it the way they like, thereby helping students
to avoid the debt trap, and more. Stacy Ybarra, CTN Director of Student Engagement, will offer a brief session
on financial aid as well. There will also be a Save the Date announcement for our annual Transfer Motivational
Conference AND door prizes!
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_______________________________________________
Ascender Program Promotes a Spirit of Familia
by Anne Fletcher-ACC Professor

As a faculty member and mentor, I love the Ascender program for many reasons. It fosters, encourages, and
promotes a spirit of familia where everyone is always looking out for each other. This includes all of the staff
members and the students, not only at our Austin Community College campuses, but also
throughout the state of Texas.
We provide the best instruction and support for our students, better than I have ever
experienced before in many years of teaching in many different educational settings. I
strongly recommend and encourage students to join us. Although I have been teaching in the
Ascender program for a few years, I have just started to be a mentor. This is such a valuable
program, and it is another way I have to give back to the community. Every student should
have a mentor, and the rewards for being a mentor are just as great as they are for the student.
ACC is the finest learning institution I have known and experienced. There are limitless
opportunities for faculty for professional and self-improvement, through workshops and
other faculty resources, like the Catch the Next Seminars, Project ACC, NISOD, the Teaching and Learning
Academy, Great Questions, Service-Learning, Quality Matters, and Equity in Teaching. My most valuable
resource has been my colleagues. I have seen the faculty and staff members at the different campuses always
have the students as their top priority, and the campus managers and staff can’t do enough to make sure that we,
the teachers, have all of what we need to teach.
At ACC, students will find themselves and learn about a wide range of opportunities for future careers, all with
the support of a community of learners, teachers, advisors, academic coaches, librarians, and tutors. In addition,
there are also so many enriching and rewarding activities and organizations, such as the Ascender Club, a virtual
Book Club, Student Life, Money Management, and Service-Learning, that will help them to develop their talents
and add joy to their learning. What’s being said is true, “ACC is for everyone.” Come and experience it!

Ascender Program Commits to Dialogue with Students
By Yon Hui Bell SAC Professor

I have attended conferences where I have felt a bit removed, an invited guest but not quite a committed
participant. Often it has to do with the focus of the conference; a conference on institutional leadership does not
speak to me as strongly as one on literacy curriculum. Sometimes, though, my degree of involvement has to do
with the quality of information and depth of camaraderie in the room. In the fall of 2019, as I sat at a round
table in the Indigo Hotel conference room, I knew I was in the right place. The speakers were energetic and
knowledgeable; the participants were interested and experienced. More than that, however, was the love that
was palpable in the room. I am not referring to a syrupy Hallmark love, but to the
revolutionary love that the Brazilian educator Paolo Freire tells us is essential for a
critical, liberatory education. To discuss love and education, especially in a higher
education setting, is to welcome disdain. Even I instinctively lift my eyebrows. I honestly
do not want to talk about love and education. Love is too connected to compassion, and I
have compassion fatigue. I am hardened against the mandate that I should care more
because I believe that too many of the people telling me to care more could care less
about what educators and students experience in the classroom. And as an educator11

activist-writer, I do not believe that compassion will resolve the systemic inequality that affects education in
America. But Freirean love is not compassion. Freirean love is commitment to the students and to the work of
critical pedagogy, and critical pedagogy requires dialogue, the constant back and forth of reflection and practice
to engage in the construction of self and knowledge. Without this dialogue, we do not know ourselves and why
we do what we do, and we do not know our students, who they are, what they know, what they fear, and what
they desire. And if we do not know our students and their worlds, we cannot help them build knowledge and
engage with the obstacles that an unjust socio-economic system places in their paths. At the Ascender fall
conference, I witnessed and experienced this commitment to dialogue, to discussing the world inside and
outside the classroom. That is the revolutionary love I felt. Presenters and participants not only shared theory,
statistics, and best practices but also frustrations, fears, and heartaches. One presenter, a political science
professor, shared assignments that asked his students to engage personally with our country’s political system.
The assignments were innovative and interesting, but more impressive to me was his joy – his joy for his
subject matter and his joy for his students. Many participants discussed their frustration and sense of
inadequacy, of trying to fight the good fight in a system that set us and our students up to fail. Both joy and pain
are rooted in love. According to Freire, “If I do not love the world – if I do not love life – if I do not love people
– I cannot enter into dialogue.” This love for the world, for life, for people was evident at the Ascender
conference. It was evident in the dialogue that took place as we shared and gathered new knowledge and
motivation so that we could go back and dialogue with our students and help them dialogue, gather new
information and engage with the world and with themselves. With this love and dialogue, we establish the
foundations of critical, liberatory education. I became involved with the Ascender Program on my campus
because I believed Ascender’s mission to provide academic, emotional-social, and community supports for
Latino and underserved community college students aligned with my pedagogical beliefs. Attending the fall
conference, which was my first, confirmed my belief.
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Excelencia in Education Nominates Ascender for
2021 Examples of Excelencia!
CTN’s Ascender program has been nominated for Excelencia in Education’s 2021 Examples of Excelencia.
Established in 2005, Examples of Excelencia is the only national, datadriven initiative to recognize programs at the associate, baccalaureate and
graduate levels as well as community-based organizations with evidence
of effectiveness in accelerating Latino student success. Through a
comprehensive, year-long process, Excelencia in Education identifies
and promotes programs increasing academic opportunities and improving
achievement for Latino students in higher education.
Since its inception, more than 1,500 programs have been submitted for consideration and over 300 have been
highlighted by Excelencia in Education. The large number of nominations and evidence-based practices show
that there is a significant portfolio of existing practices increasing Latino student success across the country.
Examples of Excelencia compiles these evidence-based practices and serves as a resource for other institutions
and community-based organizations considering efforts to improve their services to Latino students.
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On CTN’s Linkedin

R. Castillo’s Article Focuses on Becoming a Writing Practitioner
Rafael Castillo’s, Co-Editor of CTN: A Journal of Ideas and Pedagogy, article found on CTN’s
Linkedin discusses how to become a writing practitioner. He offers some simple
recommendations for those who would like to contribute to CTN’s newsletter or pedagogy
journal, such as “write about what you know is true, but it doesn’t hurt to write about what you
don’t know and discover something about that topic.” He also offers this recommendation “Do
not reinvent the wheel. By that I mean, try to examine all the successful strategies used in your
classroom to help students succeed. Keep a log or journal of those ideas. (what worked and
what didn’t; how responsive were students, etc.)”

To read the complete article, go to https://www.linkedin.com/company/27226361/admin/
Call for Submissions.
CTN is looking to develop our own community of writers, thinkers and future essayists. The colleges within the
sphere of Catch the Next have a rich reservoir of thinkers, doers, writers, and teachers. Teachers in all the
academic fields have great potential. If you are interested in writing for us, please send us an email to:
rafaelcastillo1984@yahoo.com;
alfredo.torres@catchthenext.org
;
or
erin.doran@catchthenext.org;
maria.chavez@catchthenext.org A writing coach may be assigned to you, if you so wish.

CTN Invites You to Support Our Program by Installing the Amazon Phone App
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No March Webinar Due to Spring Break
There will be no webinar in March due to spring break.
If you have any questions, please email Erin Doran at erin.doran@catchthenext.org.
In case you missed previous sessions or would like to review the resources, check out our Teaching and
Learning for Student Success Monthly Webinar playlist on the Catch the Next YouTube Channel.

Peer Mentor News
Seedling to Honor CTN Peer Mentor Victor Saenz at Fab Five Gala
CTN Peer Mentor, Victor Saenz, along with four others, will be honored at Seedlings 9th Annual Fab Five Gala
on April 23. Each year, Seedling honors five local heroes who have significantly impacted the
lives of youth in the community, and raises vital funds to create opportunities for thousands of
children affected by parental incarceration in Central Texas.
This year’s hybrid model hosts $5,000+ VIP sponsors on the lawn of the Four Seasons-Austin for dinner and
drinks while safely distancing before a program that kicks off at 7:00 PM. The program
will be live streamed with live auction, honoree awards, testimonials and Fund a Need.
Seedling launched its Mentor Program in February 2006 at the request of a group of school
principals who were concerned about the growing number of children affected by the
incarceration of one or both of their parents. Seedling recruits volunteers from the
community, matches them with eligible children and offers ongoing support to both
children and mentors. Our mentors provide stable, long-term relationships for the students
that can help them develop and maintain positive attitudes towards school.

Peer Mentor, Troncoso, Edits Anthology of Mexican American Literature
The forthcoming anthology of Mexican American Literature, Nepantla Familias, was edited by CTN peer mentor,
Sergio Troncoso.
Twenty-five of the thirty works in this collection are unpublished, from Sandra Cisneros, Reyna Grande, Jose
Antonio Rodriguez, Rigoberto Gonzalez, ire'ne lara silva, Matt Mendez, Diana Lopez, Alex Espinoza, Daniel
Chacon, Helena Maria Viramontes, Stephanie Elizondo Griest, Deborah Paredez, David
Dorado Romo, Francisco Cantu, Domingo Martinez, Oscar Casares, Lorraine Lopez,
David Dominguez, Stephanie Li, Sheryl Luna, Octavio Quintanilla, Diana Marie Delgado,
Octavio Solis, Severo Perez, and Ruben Degollado.
“I created this anthology because I wanted to delve deeply into this issue of Nepantla,
living in between languages, cultures, psychologies, and even geographies, and I wanted
to explore this topic through our families,” commented Troncoso.
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Student Resources
The following are student professional development opportunities, including scholarships, internships, articles to read
and student success opportunities. If you would like to share an opportunity, please email at
stacy.ybarra@catchthenext.org
Thank You,
Stacy Ybarra Evans
Catch the Next

Federal Student Aid Enhances Two Online Tools
Federal Student Aid (FSA) has enhanced two online tools: the Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) Help
Tool and the Loan Simulator. The redesigned PSLF Help Tool features a modernized interface and revised
format to help borrowers more easily determine their eligibility for the PSLF Program, including a new, single
PSLF Form combining the employment certification form and the forgiveness application. The new Loan
Simulator has a “Borrow More” feature that allows borrowers to determine how taking out additional federal
15

student loans — for continuing in their current programs of study or enrolling in a new one — will affect their
monthly payment amount. Throughout 2021, more features and tools will be introduced to improve customers’
understanding of and interactions with Title IV aid programs.

Department of Education Releases Free FAFSA Form
The Department of Education has released the 2021-22 Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA®) form. Students and parents can easily complete the form via fafsa.gov on a desktop or mobile
device. This year, enhanced help topics provide even more guidance through the form, and, as a result of user
feedback, many financial help topics on fafsa.gov now feature images of the forms with relevant line numbers
visually highlighted to help applicants navigate the FAFSA form.
The Internal Revenue Service Data Retrieval Tool (IRS DRT) remains the fastest way for applicants to enter tax
return information accurately on the FAFSA form.
The Department provides other tools and resources designed to help students complete and submit the FAFSA
form and make informed choices. The Annual Student Loan Acknowledgment provides links to the College
Scorecard, where students can estimate their post-completion starting salary based on the school they plan to
attend and the program in which they will enroll. The Department’s Homeroom blog also contains posts with
helpful information, including:
•7
•8

Things You Need Before You Fill Out the 2021–22 FAFSA® Form
Steps to Filling Out the FAFSA® Form

Students Can Find Resources on Get Schooled Website
Get Schooled, a national non-profit organization dedicated to helping young people get to college, find first jobs,
and succeed in both, has several resources on their
website. There are articles, videos, and downloadable
resources to help students start strong and create a
solid foundation for the upcoming months. From
distance learning tips to learning how to ask for help,
these resources are created for students to help them
succeed in college.
https://getschooled.com/journey/future-focused-txcontent/creating-a-successful-first-semester/

Organization Offers Resources for Financial Literacy
Annuity.org believes when students learn financial literacy at an early age it helps them to make astute decisions
about their personal finances, smart financial behavior leads to financially secure lives. Now, more than ever, is
a great time for students to hone in on this skill while they are learning from home. Their site covers things like:
Budgeting -Filling out a FAFSA request for college; How Student Loans Work; and Financially planning for your
future and more. Please take a look at our student resource here: www.annuity.org/financial-literacy/stu+dents/
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Professional Opportunities
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Registration Open for Leadership in Higher Ed Conference
The Leadership in Higher Education Conference is designed to provide academic leaders, such as deans,
department chairs, administrators, and aspiring leaders a platform to embrace new tools to put in place when
returning to academia, as well as an opportunity to network with like-minded peers and nationally recognized
experts in academic leadership. Join us in Baltimore, October 7-9, for the 2021 Leadership in Higher Education
Conference to collaborate with like-minded peers from across the country. This year’s conference focuses on
both academic and administrative leadership with seven unique conference tracks: Leadership and Professional
Development; Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion; Institutional Evaluation and Assessment; Hiring, Development,
and Retention; Institutional Culture and Climate; Student Recruitment, Retention, and Success; Special Topics
in Academic Leadership
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE 2021 CONFERENCE HERE
https://www.magnapubs.com/leadership-in-higher-education-conference/
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Report Provides Best Practices for Financial Literacy
The U.S. Department of the Treasury released a report on behalf of the Financial Literacy and Education
Commission (FLEC). The report, Best Practices for Financial Literacy and Education at Institutions of Higher
Education, provides recommendations for higher education institutions to deliver effective financial literacy
education and resources to help students make informed decisions and avoid pitfalls associated with financing
education. Read more

Texas OnCourse Opens Academy to Higher Ed Advising Professionals
Texas OnCourse is opening its online academy to higher education advising professionals. This new offering is
part of their new role within the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. There are two new training
modules in the Academy designed specifically for higher education advisers:
and TASFA: Helping Students Get and Keep Financial Aid – refresh yourself on helping
students apply for, verify, and renew financial aid using the FAFSA or TASFA.
• Dollars and Sense: Supporting Student Financial Wellness – explore how students’ finances can
impact their success in college. This module also covers how to effectively refer students to financial
help on and off-campus.
• FAFSA

To access the modules, register for the Academy, then select Success in Higher Education on the left side.
Select College Finances and Beyond. Then select either FAFSA and TASFA or Dollars and Sense, and click
on Introduction to get started!

Opportunities for Fully Funded Masters and PhD Scholarships
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Catch the Next Program Partners

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Catch the Next Colleges
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South Texas College
Mid Valley Campus, Weslaco
Pecan Campus, McAllen
Starr Campus, Rio Grande City
Alamo Colleges, San Antonio
Palo Alto College
Northeast Lakeview College
San Antonio College
Austin Community College, Austin
Highland Campus
Riverside Campus
Hays Campus
South Campus
Northridge Campus
____________________________________________________________________
About Our Newsletter
A publication by Catch the Next Inc., for its Ascender Scholars
Submissions are welcomed. Please send all information to:
Dr. Maria Chavez, Editor in Chief or Debra McBeath, Editor.
Submissions: maria.chavez@catchthenext.org
debra.mcbeath@catchthenext.org
Contributors: Stacy Ybarra, CTN; Ann Fletcher, ACC; Carmen Hernandez Garcia, ACC; Megan Diaz, ACC;
Mario Morin, STC; and Yon Hui Bell, SAC.

“The opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Greater Texas Foundation, or any director, officer or employee thereof.”

Support CTN by donating to our organization, bringing CTN to your
campus or joining us for training. For more information, go to
https://www.catchthenext.org/
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